
3) Co-Owned and operated by Amy
Christine, MW, 1 of 56 US Masters of Wine

KEY POINT #3

Amy Christine, one of only 159 female MWs in the
world and one of only 56 (of any gender) in the United
States, is the co-owner and co-winemaker of The Joy
Fantastic. Amy combines the knowledge gained through
the MW process with over a decade of winemaking
experience to craft wines of the utmost quality in
collaboration with her husband, Peter Hunken.

Collection Details

Excellent Growing
 Season 

Named Wine Enthusiast’s 2021 Wine Region of the Year, Santa Barbara is
one of the most unique wine-growing regions in the United States. With an
east-to-west running valley that allows cool air to flow in from the Pacific, the
western side of Santa Barbara is cool and famed for its Chardonnay and Pinot
Noir.  The eastern side is warmer, allowing for a wide range of vines to grow.
Syrah is the 3rd most planted grape in Santa Barbara, behind only Chardonnay
and Pinot Noir. Grown throughout the valley, from the cool Santa Rita Hills to
the warm Ballard Canyon, Santa Barbara Syrah offers a range of expressions
not seen in the rest of the country.

Futures offerings have been on the Vint roadmap, as they embody our core
tenets of developing deep relationships with producers and suppliers to
create unique offerings at optimal pricing for our investor community.
Additionally, futures offerings allow us to fulfill our commitment to working
with and helping producers overcome the age-old winemaking issues of
having to wait two years to generate cash flow as the wines age. We have
carefully selected the wines of The Joy Fantastic as our first futures offering
due to the quality of the wine, growing global notoriety for Santa Barbara as a
region, and for the superb team behind the wines who we have partnered to
create this inaugural Vint futures offering.

Share Price $30 Maturity Date 2023 - 2024

Total Shares 800 Total Bottles 600

Market Cap $24,000 Ticker Symbol VV-JYFT

1 Year Return N/A* Theme Futures

Wine futures are for investors interested in buying wines that are maturing in
barrel, or have not yet been released. The benefit of purchasing wine futures
is that, historically, it was possible to get a discount on the wines compared
to the same wine upon release. The most famous wine futures program in
the world is the En Primeur system in Bordeaux, run through the famed La
Place de Bordeaux. Today, La Place de Bordeaux not only offers futures on
Bordeaux Wines, but also selections of top-tier wines from around the world
that have been accepted for sale. However, outside of La Place, there are
very few futures offered, with the U.S. being particularly limited.  

Vint has partnered with The Joy Fantastic, and its owners Amy Christine,
MW, and Peter Hunken, to offer the Vint community the opportunity to
invest in 50 cases of their 2021 The Joy Fantastic Syrah at 20% below retail
pricing. Due to be released in 2023, this wine is a top-tier wine grown in the
cool Sta. Rita Hills of western Santa Barbara County. Amy is one of only 159
female Masters of Wine in the world and one of only 56 MWs (of any
gender) in the United States. Peter has been making wines for over 20 years,
including 8 years working directly with industry veteran and all-star Sashi
Moorman, known for working as winemaker at Stolpman vineyards and
collaborating with famed sommelier turned viticulturist Rajat Parr.

Vint Thesis

Key Stats

The Joy Fantastic Vint En Primeur
Collection Live: 5/20/22

2) 2021 Wine Enthusiast Region of the
Year + 97 Points for the 2020 Vintage 

KEY POINT #2

Santa Barbara was named Wine Enthusiast’s 2021
Region of the Year. Wine Enthusiast’s annual
award is awarded to the top wine region globally
based on criteria including wine quality,
sustainability, and viticultural and hospitality
points. Wine Enthusiast also recently gave a score
of 97 points to the 2020 The Joy Fantastic Syrah
(current release).

Due to Vint’s relationship with The Joy
Fantastic, we were able to secure 50 cases
of the 2021 vintage at 20% off of retail
pricing. This wine is maturing in barrel and
will be released for sale in 2023

1) 2021 The Joy Fantastic Syrah
futures 20% off retail pricing 

KEY POINT #1

Investment Highlights

*The wines are still in barrel and have not yet been released for sale 

Wine Year Bottles % Value Sourcing Vintage Notes

The Joy Fantastic 2021 600 / 750 ml 100% Producer

The information contained on the Vint.co web site has been prepared by Vint without reference to any particular user’s investment requirements or financial situation. Potential investors are encouraged to consult with professional tax, legal, and financial advisors before making any investment into a Vint offering.
 
All investments involve risk, including the risk of the loss of all of your invested capital. Please consider carefully the investment objectives, risks, transaction costs, and other expenses related to an investment prior to deciding to invest. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure profit or guarantee against loss. Investment decisions
should be based on an individual’s own goals, time horizon, and tolerance for risk.
 
You should speak with your financial advisor, accountant, and/or attorney when evaluating a Vint collection. Vint does not make recommendations or provide investment advice.
 
YOU MUST CAREFULLY REVIEW THE RELEVANT VINT OFFERING CIRCULAR AND OFFERING STATEMENT BEFORE DECIDING TO INVEST.
 
Vint and its subsidiary VV Markets, LLC are conducting public offerings pursuant to Regulation A under the securities act of 1933, as amended, through the platform. The offering circular for the collections can be found on the SEC website. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investments such as those on the Vint platform are
speculative and involve substantial risks to consider before investing, outlined in the respective offering materials and including, but not limited to, illiquidity, lack of diversification and complete loss of capital.
 
Key risks include, but are not limited to, limited operating history, lack of a secondary market, wine and spirits market risk and the manager’s ability to execute. An investment in an offering constitutes only an investment in a particular series and not in Vint or VV Markets. Investors should carefully review the risks located in the respective
offering materials for a more comprehensive discussion of risk.

The vint.co website and other communication may contain certain forward-looking statements that are subject to various risks and uncertainties. Forward-looking statements are generally identifiable by use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “potential,” “intend,” “expect,” “outlook,” “seek,” “anticipate,” “estimate,”
“approximately,” “believe,” “could,” “project,” “predict,” or other similar words or expressions. Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions, discuss future expectations, describe future plans and strategies, or state other forward-looking information. Our ability to predict future events, actions, plans or strategies is inherently
uncertain and actual outcomes could differ materially from those set forth or anticipated in our forward-looking statements. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any of these forward-looking statements.

Important Disclaimers

https://www.sec.gov/edgar/browse/?CIK=1822911
https://www.sec.gov/edgar/browse/?CIK=1822911
https://vint.co/

